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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a conceptual design, for a single point diamond fly-cutting system. 
This design is based on the performance of an existing, diamond facing lathe. The 
design requirements for a precision machine tool have been considered, and a 
deterministic design philosophy has been adopted. The error motions within the 
diamond facing lathe are considered as effects, generated by defined causes. These 
causes include geometric, kinematic and dynamic sources. Diamond turning and fly- 
cutting processes have been compared and consideration has been given to the process 
influences, including variations in; diamond tool geometries, cutting forces, rotational 
error motions and the process characteristics required for an optimal surface finish.

A single point diamond facing lathe has been refurbished and the dynamic error motions 
of this machine tool have been analysed, using different techniques. The stiffness 
properties have also been investigated, which indicate how the performance of the 
machine tool has been affected over time and during the refurbishment process.

The dynamic error motions have been used to generate a set of technical specifications, 
governing the design of the fly-cutting system. A design concept has been presented and 
optimised. This includes a fly-cutting head, with a quick release tool holder based on a 
kinematically located side locking clamp. A design concept for a dynamic workpiece 
holder has also been presented, which monitors the error motions of the machine tool 
and orientates the workpiece accordingly. A three pair flexure system has been 
simulated to orientate the workpiece. Consideration has been given to mounting the 
workpiece, feedback transducers and the design of the control system.

This thesis has provided the initial steps in the design of a single point diamond fly- 
cutting system. A further stage of development work is required to complete a detailed 
design.
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NOTATION
(Order of application)

V ..........................................Vibration
F ...........................................Force
ko .........................................Dynamic stiffness
M .........................................Mass coefficient
D ..........................................Damping coefficient
k ...........................................Stiffness coefficient
Rt..........................................Optimal surface roughness
f............................................Feedrate
Rd.........................................Diamond tool radius
Rc.........................................Fly-cutter radius
kAxiAL.................................. Axial Stiffness
Ro.........................................Outside radius of aerostatic thrust bearing
Ri..........................................Internal radius of aerostatic thrust bearing
Ho.........................................Air gap between aerostatic bearing surfaces
P s .........................................Supply Pressure
P a.........................................Ambient Pressure
W .........................................Axial load capacity
Q ..........................................Gas flow rate
ClooP.................................... Static loop compliance
Cspindie................................. Spindle compliance
Csiideway................................ Slideway compliance
Cz-siide.................................. Z-Slide compliance
Orooi-Hoider............................Tool holder compliance
Fr ........................................Radial force
Dr  ...................................Deflection
m .........................................Mass
Rm........................................Radius of mass
to ......................................... Angular velocity
W .........................................Applied force
1............................................ Length of flexure
E .......................................... Young’s modulus
I............................................ Second moment of area
B .......................................... Width of flexure
h ........................................... Thickness of flexure
r............................................ Flexure radius
Vt......................................... Vertical deflection in combined mode
k r ......................................... Axial stiffness in combined mode
a ........................................... Tip angle (DOF 1)
P........................................... Tilt angle (DOF 2)
Z ........................ ..................Axial displacement (DOF 3)
A .......................................... Actuator A displacement
B .......................................... Actuator B displacement
C .......................................... Actuator C displacement
a ........................................... Dimension a on flexure design
b ........................................... Dimension b on flexure design



Introduction

1.0 INTRODUCTION
The scientific and technological advancements in precision optical engineering, are 
endlessly specifying higher precision components. In the field o f optics, these 
components may be categorised by their surface quality and accuracy o f their geometric 
shape. An example o f this is the design o f the new James Webb space telescope. The 
spectrometer optics specified, require a range o f highly specified curved and flat 
surfaces (Figure 1-1). These surfaces may be produced by precision engineering 
techniques, including single point diamond turning and fly-cutting.

Figure 1-1: James Webb space telescope spectrometer optic

Secondary processing techniques such as polishing are very time consuming and if  
rushed will often distort the geometric profile of the component. High precision 
components are very expensive to produce; therefore selecting the correct process is 
very important.

1.1 Single Point Diamond Fly-Cutters
A single point diamond fly-cutter is capable o f producing a very smooth surface, with a 
high form (flatness) accuracy. This process generates a higher accuracy surface finish 
by minimising the thermal distortions within the workpiece. This is attributable to an 
intermittent cutting contact between the tool and the component’s surface. The removed 
material is sliced off the workpiece as it is traversed horizontally, through the rotating 
cutting path of a diamond tool. This operation principle is shown in Figure 1-2.

Rotating Diamond Tool

Figure 1-2: Operation principle of a diamond fly-cutter
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During a diamond turning process, the machining operation is restricted to the first half 
of the component. Surface errors are therefore symmetrical about the centre of the 
component’s rotation and produce an apex on the centre of the components surface. 
During a fly-cutting operation the whole o f a static surface is cut by a rotating diamond 
tool. This technique removes the central apex from the machined surface and produces a 
flatter surface form. This comparison is shown in Figure 1-3.

Surface Apex
Diamond

Tool
Diamond

Tool

Centre of Rotation 

Diamond Turned Component Diamond Fly-Cut Component

Figure 1-3: Surface comparison of diamond turning and fly-cutting

The distinctive cutting process o f a fly-cutter also enables high quality micro-structured 
surfaces to be machined. By implementing a large cut radius, the orientation of the 
micro-structured surface is not limited about the rotational axis of the workpiece.

1.2 Thesis Aim
The aim o f this Thesis is to design a single point diamond fly-cutting system, through 
the conversion of an existing diamond facing lathe (Figure 1-4). The dynamic error 
motions and stiffness values o f the existing facing lathe should be investigated and 
evaluated within a feasibility study. Consideration should then be given to designing a 
fly-cutting system, capable o f monitoring and reacting to these error motions. Detailed 
design o f the final components should be included where possible. This Thesis will 
provide the initial stages of analysis and design, required to develop a complete fly- 
cutting system.

Figure 1-4 : Diamond facing lathe
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1.3 Thesis Objectives
Initially, the system is to be designed to produce flat surfaces with the specifications 
outlined below, but consideration is to be given to future development and research 
work. This work would include the generation of micro-structured surfaces on a range 
of part geometries and different materials.

1.3.1 Component Specifications

• Maximum Workpiece Diameter: 100mm

• Roughness: 50nm P-V (5nm RMS)

• Form Accuracy (Flatness): 200nm P-V

1.4 Task Identification
This Thesis follows the task structure outlined below:

1. Comprehensive literature review, including precision machine design, 
machining processes, commercial fly-cutting systems, errors in machine 
tools, aerostatic bearings and hydrostatic guideways.

2. Refurbishment of the current diamond facing lathe, including the 
aerostatic bearing and electronic control systems.

3. Analysis of the error motions generated by the spindle and slideway, 
according to documented standards and procedures.

4. Analysis of the dynamic and static stiffness properties of the machine 
tool.

5. Evaluation of these error motions in the form of an error budget and 
feasibility study.

6. Formation of a detailed specification, governing the performance and 
design of the fly-cutting system.

7. Design of a concept capable of fulfilling the design specification. This 
concept should be mathematically justified and simulated where 
feasible.

8. Detailed design of the design concept. This is to improve and analyse a 
range of plausible ideas for a design section, through a set methodology.
The final design should be optimised and detailed.

9. Analysis and discussion of the designed components.

10. Future recommendations to continue the research covered by this Thesis.

3
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2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW

2.1 Precision Engineering

2.1.1 Principles o f Precision Engineering
Precision Engineering may be classified into three main disciplines; design for 
precision, metrology systems and precision manufacturing [1]. A successful machine 
tool should be capable of repeatably producing a high specification component. The 
tolerances of the specified component will affect the complexity of the machine design. 
By tightening the tolerances of this component and striving to produce a more refined 
machining process, the required number of processes may be decreased therefore 
increasing the production efficiency. Automated assembly machines and modular 
product designs [2] also require high tolerance components, if cost effective and 
efficient assembly processes are to be achieved. Figure 2-1 relates the reduction in 
tolerances, for normal, precision and ultra-precision engineering technologies over the 
past 50 years [2]. This figure demonstrates the current variations in the tolerance 
resolutions, for each engineering category. These trends follow the Tanaguchi 
prediction, regarding the technological developments in precision engineering.

10p m

1pm

10O nm

IQnm

1nm

Figure 2-1: Recent trends intolerance reduction [2]

"N orm al" □  Aula Engine

□  Auto Pis ton

□  Q.W Devices

1960 1980 2000

Advancements in precision engineering evolve in parallel with advancements in 
technology. This is due to the rapidly increasing demand for higher accuracy 
instruments and consumer products [1]. Optical disk mastering systems used to record 
DVDs require precision components, as each one contributes to the overall accuracy. 
These errors are influenced by geometric (part size), kinematic (part location) and 
dynamic (response) sources [1]. Future technologies such as micro electrical mechanical 
systems (MEMS) and optical micro electrical mechanical systems (OMEMS) are reliant 
on these process advancements.

Precision engineering processes include single point diamond and Cubic Boron Nitride 
(CBN) cutting, multiple point diamond grinding, lapping and photo chemical machining 
[3]. These processes have benefited from advancements in precision actuator and 
transducer technology.
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A greater understanding of the design requirements for a precision machine has led to 
“Eleven Principles and Techniques” [4], which have been defined by Professor P. 
McKeown of Cranfield University. These principles include kinematics, structure 
design, metrology systems, error budgeting, compensation techniques and actuator 
design.

2.1.2 Kinematics
A kinematic system is based on a deterministic design philosophy, which enables a 
designer to predict the performance of a component and therefore control its motions 
accordingly. A kinematic joint design is therefore capable of providing an accurate and 
repeatable constraint, between two bodies. In a kinematic design each of the 
component’s degrees of freedom is only constrained by a single point contact. These 
degrees of freedom include the axes, through which the component is free to displace 
(Figure 2-2). According to Hertz contact theory, these single points only provide a low 
stiffness connection [5]. This is attributable to a low surface contact area between the 
two bodies.

Kinematic Constraints
Basic kinematic arrangements including the three-vee and the trihedral-vee-flat 
couplings are amongst the most frequently implemented designs in precision 
engineering. Slocum obtained a location repeatability of 0.36pm using a three-vee 
coupling, subject to a 75N cutting force and a 45kN preload [7]. Both of these designs, 
shown in Figure 2-3 (A and B), require a preload or uniform nesting force between the 
two bodies. The symmetrical design of the three-vee coupling allows a thermal 
expansion of the components around a central reference point. This is compared to the 
trihedral-vee-flat design, which allows a thermal expansion referenced to a single pivot 
point. The friction between and surface quality of the contacts, are the main causes of 
positioning non-repeatability [8].

Z

ROLL

Figure 2-2: 6 Degrees of freedom [6]

Figure 2-3: Kinematic couplings [9]
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Two connection designs based on elastic averaging principles are also shown in Figure 
2-3 (C and D). These designs are intended to increase the stiffness of the connection, 
through increasing the surface area of the contact. Equivalent to the three-vee 
arrangement, the three-sphere arrangement relies on accurately manufactured spheres 
and sockets. Tilting flexures are used to ensure a full surface contact between the 
spheres and sockets is achieved. Type D, shown in Figure 2-3, implements six diagonal 
flats on each component. Six contact regions are therefore used to constrain all degrees 
of freedom. The geometry and orientation of these flats will influence the axial and 
radial stiffnesses of the connection. High manufacturing tolerances are required to 
produce these large contact regions.

2.1.3 Metrology Systems
Artefact, global and parametric calibration techniques are designed to monitor and 
correct for error motions [10]. These are based on the ISO 230, test code standard for 
machine tools. In 1979 Bryan published an update to the Abbe measurement principle. 
The Abbe principle states that “The distance being measured should be a straight line 
extension of the scale” [4], Bryan’s revision of this principle, discusses the geometric 
limitations on a precision machine designer. According to Bryan, “The displacement 
must be free of angular motion” [11]. Bryan is combining a semi-kinematic framework 
around the metrology system, to constrain the measurement to a single degree of 
freedom. The structure of a high precision machine is generally based around a 
metrology frame. This frame is designed to separate the forces experienced during the 
process, from the location of the feedback transducers. Under the guidance of 
McKeown and Wills-Moren, Cranfield Precision implemented a metrology frame in a 
large off-axis grinding machine (OAGM-2500). Commissioned for Eastman Kodak, it 
was used to produce optics for Very Large Telescopes (VLTs) including Keck [12].

2.1.4 Thermal Errors

“The largest single source of error in a commercial machine tool is thermally-induced, 
from either the environment or internally generated heat.” [13]

The design of a precision machine tool requires the reduction of the thermal expansions, 
of the machine components. Further compensation techniques are then required to 
remove any thermal instability [14]. Generally, the geometry of the critical components 
susceptible to thermal errors should be designed to be as small as possible. Thermal 
errors can be classified into uniform and non-uniform effects [14], Uniform effects 
include predictable errors at set temperatures and material expansions. Although 
coefficients of thermal expansion may not be exactly known, the influence of thermal 
expansions can be reduced by measuring the expansion of machined components during 
a controlled temperature change [1]. Non-uniform errors are caused by changes in the 
immediate environment and from the machining process, such as spindle rotation and 
cutting forces [14]. Due to the varying time constants of thermal expansions for 
different machine components and the presence of non-uniform errors, Donaldson 
recommends removing the heat at the source [15, 1], To simulate the realistic response 
behaviour of a machine tool, the thermal and elastic geometric deformations must be 
accounted for. The variation in the component geometry changes the contact pressure 
within the joint, therefore varying the heat transfer coefficient. This variation generates 
a non-linear thermal expansion [16],

6
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2.1.5 Structure Design
Machine structures are generally assembled from many different components, the 
structure will therefore behave accordingly to the properties and interactions between 
these components [1]. Vibrations generated by a machine structure limit the accuracy of 
the machine tool. ‘Tool Interference’ documented by Cheung, is a vibration induced 
error in the surface of a component. During the machining process the diamond tool 
prematurely removes a chip o f the material, resulting in a “non-perfect surface 
generation” [17]. Equation 2-1 relates the dynamic stiffness and forces (rotational 
moments) to these vibrations.

Equation 2-1: Dynamic vibrations

Where,
V  : Vibration
F  : Force
kn : Dynamic stiffness

When considering rotational motions, the force in Equation 2-1 may be evaluated into 
two dynamic excitation forces categories. These are synchronous and asynchronous 
forces, which occur at repeatable and non-repeatable angular positions respectively. The 
most common radial synchronous excitation force is the imbalance of a spindle rotor 
[18]. A technique known as turning (changing) the natural frequency, will reduce the 
generated vibrations attributable to resonance [19]. This technique may be applied to a 
simple spring, mass and damper model, with a single degree of freedom. The expression 
of force within the model is shown in Equation 2-2.

F  = M  x.+ Cx+kx  

Equation 2-2: Simple dynamic structures

Where,

M  : Mass
D  : Damping
K  : Stiffness

Equation 2-2 may be represented on a vector diagram (Figure 2-4). Using this diagram 
the effects on the structure, from varying the mass or stiffness coefficients may be 
evaluated. When the structure is exposed to frequencies below its subsequent 
fundamental frequency (fn), the force is dominated by the stiffness. As the vibrations 
increase towards this next fundamental frequency, the mass and stiffness coefficients 
cancel. The resulting displacement error motions are therefore controlled exclusively by 
the damping coefficient.

Kx_

Cx \ \V̂
i

o o

M2

f <

M2

fn f== fn

Figure 2-4: Vector representation of a dynamic structure
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2.2 Single Point Diamond Fly-Cutters
Using a simple X, Y and rotational Z axis, a fly-cutter is capable of producing very high 
quality flat surfaces. Single point diamond tools can be implemented to produce similar 
surface finishes to a diamond turning process. The theory related to a diamond fly- 
cutting process may therefore be related to single point diamond turning.

2.2.1 Advantages o f a Single Point Diamond Fly-Cutter
• When compared to diamond turning, fly-cutting is a more time efficient process for 

producing a precision flat surface on a non-circular workpiece.

• The linear speed remains constant for the duration of the cutting process, unlike 
diamond turning which varies according to the diameter of the component at the 
cutting location.

• The whole of a component’s surface is machined, therefore a centre position does 
not have to be defined. This simplifies the control of the fly-cutter and increases the 
form accuracy of the component, as a central surface apex is not generated?

• The intermittent cutting action of a fly-cutter minimises the geometric thermal 
distortions of the workpiece.

• The surface quality of a fly-cut component is not affected by swelling tool marks, as 
exhibited in the surface of a diamond turned component. Cheung documents one 
possible cause for this error, which is the free flow of the material during the cutting 
process. “The thrust force in the infeed direction pushes aside the work material near 
the tool nose, causing it to flow to the free surface” [20].

• Micro-structured surfaces may be produced.

2.2.2 Disadvantages o f a Single Point Diamond Fly-Cutter
• The feedrate for diamond fly-cutting remains the same as a diamond turning 

process. The component is machined from one side to another, therefore requiring 
twice the machining time compared to a turning process.

• The rotating diamond tool requires additional safety protection. Safety features are 
required to stop the operator handling the rotating tool and to contain the tool in the 
event that it propels outwards towards the operator.

2. 2.3 Conventional Fly-Cutters
Conventional single point fly-cutting systems are used to produce delicate parts, where 
only the removal of a thin section of material is required (Figure 2-5). The single point 
of the tool may be adjusted to cover the workpiece so that only one pass of the cutter is 
necessary. This is compared to conventional milling processes where a number of 
passes may be required, to frilly machine the part [21].
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Figure 2-5: Conventional fly-cutting tool for a vertical milling machine

Depending on the style of the fly-cutter, a secondary cutting tool may be accommodated 
into the body of the cutting head (dual point fly cutter). This is to counterbalance the 
primary cutting tool, and in milling operations it may be used to produce an initial 
rough cut. A fly-cutter may therefore be used to produce two different cutting 
operations, in one pass o f the workpiece [22],

Fly-cutters are implemented where there is a possibility o f damaging the surface o f a 
delicate component due to the amount of heat generated during machining. As fly- 
cutting is an intermittent process the material has the opportunity to cool between each 
cut cycle. This process is particularly advantageous when machining alloys of, Brass, 
Copper, Aluminium, Bronze, Phosphor Bronze, Carbon and Graphite. All o f these 
materials generate heat quickly during a machining process [21].

Diamond fly-cutters are preferred over conventional processes where high quality 
surface finishes are required and polishing is not a possible option. An example of this 
is during the production of fine tooth gears, where polishing the workpiece often 
distorts the tooth flank profile [23].

2.3 Structured Surfaces
Precision engineered structured surfaces, are designed to provide a particular function. 
This function is often based on the surface geometry produced from a diamond 
machining process. Research into the development o f micro-structured surfaces at IPT 
Aachen, has produced complex surface structures with sub-micron structure dimensions
[24], Research undertaken at the University o f Bremen has generated structured surfaces 
from a fly cutting process. Figure 2-6 shows the geometry of a micro-structured surface 
which has been produced using a Nanotech 500 Freeform Generator with a fly-cutting 
head [25],

Figure 2-6: Micro-structured surface
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Roger Appleton, a scientist from 3M has developed techniques to generate micro
structured surfaces on a range of products, including Fresnel lenses for projectors and 
Scotchlite™ reflective sheeting, used in road signs [26, 27]. The high aspect ratio of a 
structured surface compared to a good diamond turned surface provides the reflective 
optical capabilities. Fraunhofer ISE has implemented this theory and produced a ‘broad 
band’ anti-reflective coating. This surface structure is based on a period shorter than the 
illuminating wavelength [28].

2.4 Single Point Diamond Turing
High precision single point diamond turning is capable of producing very high quality 
surface finishes (roughness), down to 0.5nm RMS. For small parts of 50mm in 
diameter, the form accuracy of the machined surface is below 50nm peak to valley. 
These developments can be attributed to the level of detail and understanding in the 
machine design. The asynchronous error generated between the relative position of the 
tool point and workpiece can be held accountable for the resulting surface roughness 
errors.

Infrared materials such as Silicon and Germanium are very pure materials and have very 
high refractive indexes. Combining these materials with a diamond turning process, 
advanced hybrid optics may be produced. These optics are generally used in the 
aerospace industry and allow different wavelengths of light to be focused at a single 
point.

Single point diamond machining is capable of achieving a surface roughness of lnm 
RMS. For pure materials this surface quality is limited by the asynchronous errors of the 
machine tool. Table 2-1 shows the form accuracies for commercially available diamond 
turning machines [29].

Diameter of Part 
(mm)

Form Accuracy (nm) 
(Peak to Valley)

50 50
100 100
250 200
Table 2-1: Diamond turning capabilities

Zhou demonstrated that the main influence on the form accuracy of a diamond turned 
component, with respect to the tool set up errors is the tool offset [30]. This is the 
horizontal position of the tool, when related to the axis of rotation. Setting the tool 
offset position is a time consuming procedure and often requires a tool setting station.
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2.5 Single Point Diamond Tools
Monocrystalline diamonds are the hardest material available on the planet, this is 
attributable to their atomic grid structure. They are the preferred diamond type for the 
ductile machining o f fine surfaces. Diamonds contain carbon, therefore due to the 
“affinity o f carbon and iron, the machining o f ferocious metals results in high wear 
rates” [31].

Three causes o f wear in diamond tools [23]:
1) Hard inclusions (oxides) in the machined material.
2) Presence o f carbides or hard metal chips (steel) in the material.
3) Emery grains and dust particles on the surface of the material.

radius tool:
rs =  50 nm:I a = 6°:y = <

straight knife:
b > 3 mm: 8 = 135  
a  -  6 y = 0"

radius tool:
r£ = 6000 urn: 
a  = 6 y = 0°

Figure 2-7: Diamond tool geometries

Figure 2-7 demonstrates the wide range o f diamond tool geometries available. Section
2.6 describes the effects of various tool geometries and machining parameters on the 
cutting forces, experienced during a diamond turning process. Single point diamond fly- 
cutting tools have a large radius (for example 5mm), these are used to produce a 
smoother surface finish. Optimal surface finishes are described in section 2.8.
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2.6 Cutting forces
The cutting forces for a single point diamond fly-cutting process are similar to a 
diamond turning process. Fly-cutting is an intermittent cutting process, where the 
diamond tool is only in contact with the workpiece for a short period of time per 
revolution of the cutting head. Shore, documents the tool wear, cutting forces and 
surface stress when diamond turning Germanium and Silicon material samples [29]. In 
each case the depth of cut was 3 pm, with a 2pm/rev feedrate and a spindle speed of 
lOOOrpm. The Germanium results show that after a linear cut distance of 12Km, there is 
0% surface fracture and cutting force of 0.04N. After a linear cutting distance of
12.1 Km the Silicon samples have 5% of surface fracture. They require a cutting force of 
0.17N, a normal force of 0.77N.

2.6.1 Altering the Diamond Tool Geometry
Research documented by Byrne et al, at the University College Dublin highlights the 
relationship between the relative cutting force of a diamond turning process, with the 
diamonds geometry and process parameters [31].

uofa
WOa
CsU

-15 -10

1.25

1.20 f  =  O.OSmm'min

f  =  O.lmm/mm1.15

1.10

1.05

1.00

0.95
0 5 10 15 20 25

Angle 9

Process:
Orthogonal Turning

Cutting Edge

Figure 2-8: Cutting forces relative to tool geometry [31]

Byrne’s results are summarised in Figure 2-8 and show that regardless of the process 
feedrate, an even chamfer geometry generates the highest cutting forces. Section 2.8 
describes the optimal surfaces finishes, which may be improved upon by lowering the 
process feedrate. Byrne’s results show an increase in the relative cutting forces, during 
these lower feedrates. These are generated by a greater influence of the cutting edge 
geometry on the surface finish. “The machining force can be reduced with an unevenly 
chamfered cutting edge” [31]. This approach will also increase the surface quality and 
the ‘life’ of the diamond tool.
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2.7 Surface Finish
The optimal surface finish o f a component does not include any spindle error motions. It 
demonstrates how the feedrate and diameter of the diamond tool will affect the surface 
finish o f a machined component (Figure 2-9).

f

f  (tool radius)

Figure 2-9: Optimal surface finish

For a diamond turning operation, the optimal surface finish may be calculated from 
Equation 2-3. A comparison of the optimal surface roughness with a range o f feedrates 
and tool radii is shown in Figure 2-10.

Optimal Surface Quality [44]

f
8 xTr

Equation 2-3: Optimal surface quality
Where,

Rt : Optimal Surface Roughness
/  : Feedrate (mm/min)
Rd : Diamond Tool Radius (mm)

Optimal Surface Finishes

 Roughness - 1.5mmtool
radius (mm)

 Roughness - 5mm tool
radius (mm)

Roughness - lGmmtool 
radius (mm)

Feedrate (jim'rev)

Figure 2-10: Tool radii and process feedrate effects on surface finish

During a single point diamond turning operation, the edge of the diamond tool remains 
in contact with the surface o f the machined component. Professor Brinksmeier and his 
colleagues at the University o f Bremen have determined that during a single point fly- 
cutting operation, small scallops of material are removed from the machined surface
[25], The alignment and orientation o f these scallops may be seen in Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-11: Fly-cut surface [25]

When considered in three dimensions, the roughness o f an optimal machined surface is 
defined as a function of the depth of the scallop in both the cutting (Dc) and feed (Df) 
direction. This principle is shown in Figure 2-12.

w,

Figure 2-12: Fly-cut surface scallop

Equation 2-4 and Equation 2-5 relate the depth o f the scallop to its width. These 
equations show that as the radius o f the diamond tool and the radius cutting arc are 
increased, the roughness of the optimal surface finish decreases.

~D

Z(g*o
Equation 2-4: Scallop depth in cut direction [25]

Where,
rc : Radius o f fly-cutter

wf2n  _  L__
Z ^

Equation 2-5: Scallop depth in feed direction [25]

Where,
rd : Radius of diamond tool

From Equation 2-4 and Equation 2-5 it is possible to conclude that to obtain an optimal 
surface finish on a fly-cut component, the radius of the cutting arc and radius o f the 
diamond tool should be as large as possible.
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2.8 Rotational E rror Motions

2.8.1 Synchronous Error Motions
Synchronous error motions are related to the angular position of a spindle. These error 
motions are repetitive over a period of time and can be used to determine the optimum 
form accuracy of a part.

2.8.2 Asynchronous Error Motions
Asynchronous error motions are not related to the angular position o f a spindle and are 
related to the surface quality, o f a machined component [32], They can be generated by 
structural and floor vibrations, contaminated lubricants and manufacturing errors. Large 
asynchronous errors also result in premature tool wear [13], The maximum 
asynchronous error motion may be used to predict the peak to valley surface roughness 
“for the machine under ideal cutting conditions” [44],

f  (tool radius)

Figure 2-13: Asynchronous error motions

2.9 Machining Direction
Research undertaken at the University of Bremen highlights the importance o f choosing 
the correct machining direction for a fly-cutting process [25], Figure 2-14 documents 
their results, from a fly-cutting process. Three different materials have been machined 
with upwards and downwards cutting directions.

surface area:
300 pm x 400 pm

machining parameter 
spindle speed: 3000 rpm 
feed rate: 280 mm/min 
cutting depth: 30 pm 
fly-cut radius: 66 mm 
tool nose radius: 3.01 mm

Rt.kin 16.6 nm 
Ra kin 5.5 nm

d o w n m i l l i n g

AlMg3 
Ra 10.4

N iP
Ra 8,1 nm

u p m i l l i n g

AIMg3 
Ra 16.1

OFHC-Cu 
Ra 13.6 nm

NiP 
Ra 9,4

OFHC-Cu 
Ra 10,7 nm

Figure 2-14: Down-milling and up-milling [25]

The average percentage improvement (according to the results in Figure 2-14) in surface 
roughness, by adopting a downwards cutting process is 32%. This is due to the removal 
of surface scratching, attributable to the machined chips being forced upwards towards 
the finished surface.
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2.10 Commercial Machines
Kugler [33], LT Ultra [34] and Precitech [35], are all manufacturers of high 
performance fly-cutting systems. The standard specification for a precision fly-cut 
component from these manufacturers includes a surface roughness (Ra) from 1 to 2nm 
and a flatness o f lOOnm over a 100mm diameter part. Each of the systems machine 
vertically downwards, towards a workpiece which is mounted onto a horizontal 
slideway.

Kugler, a German machine tool manufacturer produces two high performance diamond 
fly-cutting systems. The F1000CNC system (Figure 2-15) implements a computer 
numerical control (CNC) system. This control system enables simultaneous 
interpolation o f up to 8 individual axes, all with programmable acceleration and 
deceleration ramp inputs. This enables the user to machine different surfaces o f a part, 
each having a different surface finish. Only 2 of these axes are required during a 
conventional fly-cutting operation.

Figure 2-15: KUGLER FI000CNC Fly-cutter [36]

The spindle rotation is generated by a brushless DC motor and driven through a 
precision air bearing. The spindle is capable o f operating at cutting speeds o f up to 
3000rpm. The maximum workpiece height is 250mm and the depth o f cut is applied 
vertically through a lead screw with roller bearing drive. The motions o f this Z-Axis are 
monitored by interferometer with a 0.1pm resolution.

The horizontal slideway which traverses the workpiece across the face o f the fly-cutting 
head has a maximum range of lm. The slideway is driven by a linear motor and is 
mounted to a linear air bearing. The feedrate of the slideway is variable between 10 and 
2000 mm/min.

Documentation supplied Precitech on their Planoform 650 fly-cutting system, provides 
a two dimensional (2D) profile o f a machined surface. From this profile the 
asynchronous axial error motion of spindle can be seen to be approximately 7.5nm.
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2.11 Gas Lubricated Bearings
Gas lubricated bearings can be classified into aerostatic and aerodynamic types. 
Aerostatic bearings require an external compressed air supply and are used in high 
precision diamond turning and measurement systems. These bearings create a platform 
for high precision, rotational (thrust bearing) and linear (journal bearing) motions. This 
is achieved by applying high pressure air, into a small clearance gap through a network 
of restrictor holes. These restrictors are located in one of two bearing plates. 
Aerodynamic bearings are capable o f “generating their own pressure differentials” [37], 
“by the mechanism o f viscous shearing” [38], Porous ceramic restrictors can be used to 
create an averaging effect, with a smooth motion and a very high resolution [5],

Kammerling documents the application of aerostatic bearings to single point diamond 
fly-cutters, in the late 1960’s. These machines replaced existing hand lapping equipment 
and were used to produce high specification metalography samples. An air bearing was 
chosen due to its low levels of vibration and low axial error motions [39],

Air bearings have low dynamic load capabilities when compared to hydrostatic 
bearings. This is because they have a very high stiffness and only exhibit low thermal 
distortion errors by exploiting the low viscosity of air [40], This exploitation is related 
to a high stiffness to power efficiency ratio. Their low power requirements relative to a 
hydrostatic bearing, allow the geometry o f an air bearing to be enlarged. This increases 
the first resonant frequency o f the rotor [41]. Hydrostatic bearings generate higher 
operating temperatures, attributable to the greater forces required to sheer an oil film. 
Air bearings are very complex to design and require very high manufacturing tolerances 
[40],

Figure 2-16 shows a network o f slot restrictors, mounted into a thrust bearing plate of 
annular design. This is the front thrust bearing taken from the small diamond facing 
lathe on which this thesis is based. Each of the 16 slot restrictors has an internal 
diameter of 180pm, and supplies an air pressure of 0.043N/mm2 when operated at 6 
bar.

Figure 2-16: Aerostatic thrust bearing
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2.12 Friction Drives

2.12.1 Operation Principles
A friction drive provides a linear motion from a rotary input (Figure 2-17). Due to 
elastic deformation between the drive roller and drive bar, this transmission technique 
has very low backlash and deadband transmission regions [42], Friction drives are very 
sensitive to the drive bar cleanliness and have a low drive force and stiffness 
capabilities.

Figure 2-17: Friction drive and hydrodynamic slideway

A kinematic hydrodynamic slideway is used to support the drive bar. The averaging 
affect of the oil layer within hydrodynamic slideway provides a very smooth linear 
drive. The hydrodynamic slideway does however experience a range o f error motions. 
The accuracy o f a friction drive coupled to a hydrodynamic slideway provides a good 
linear transmission for ductile machining processes. The forces generated during this 
process must be lower than the drive force o f the friction drive. In ductile machining 
applications where only a low linear velocity is required, the drive roller is often 
directly driven by the motor. This technique avoids “introducing transmission 
nonlinearities into the system” [42],

2.12.2 Hydrodynamic Slideway Error Motions
Kinematic slideway designs have five degrees of constraint and one degree o f freedom. 
The important degrees of constraint in a fly-cutting system are, the tilt and straightness 
motions. These are shown in Figure 2-18, as Yaw and straightness in the Z direction. 
These are quasi-static mechanical errors and occur at frequencies far lower than the 
operational frequency o f the machine. Quasi-static mechanical errors are caused by 
thermal expansions, external off centre loads and geometric errors. Hydrostatic bearings 
are insensitive to surface finish errors, as they are generally considerably less than the 
bearing clearance [43],

r Pitch
Roll

< — > 
Direction of Motion

Figure 2-18: Hydrodynamic slideway error motions
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3.0 DYNAMIC PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The design specifications o f the fly-cutting system are based on the performance 
capabilities of a refurbished diamond facing lathe. These error motions are then 
combined into their corresponding degree of freedom. This process generates an 
understanding of the error motions attributable to a component machined on the 
diamond facing lathe. The surface characteristics o f a machined sample can be 
compared to a set of measured results. A Lion Precision spindle error analyser is 
capable o f calculating radial, axial and thermal errors using pre-positioned capacitance 
sensors. This technique is based on the conventional method for measuring spindle error 
motions, outlined in Appendix A o f the ANSI/ASME B89.3.4M [44] standard.

3.1 Diamond Facing Lathe Refurbishment
The existing diamond facing lathe consists o f two main components. A powered spindle 
used to rotate the workpiece and a slideway to traverse the diamond tool. This diamond 
facing lathe required a significant level o f refurbishment work, before any development 
work could begin (Figure 1-4). The most recent documentation based on the diamond 
facing lathe was produced by P. D. Comley in 1990, for his MSc Thesis. His research 
includes a basic analysis of the error motions within the facing lathe and the design and 
analysis of a “Fast Tool Servomechanism for Single Point Diamond Turning” [45],

The rotation spindle is powered by a three phase AC induction motor connected through 
an air bearing. The spindle, requiring the highest level o f refurbishment work was found 
to have a seized front thrust bearing. This refurbishment process is documented in 
section 3.1.1. Before the spindle could be tested a new variable frequency induction 
drive was installed. This drive is controlled by a new control panel, therefore the old 
electronic system could be removed. Additional panelling was attached to the control 
cabinet, to further improve the electrical safety of the system. The linear slideway is 
based on a friction drive and is mounted onto a hydrodynamic slideway. Once the unit 
was oiled and the old oil seal had been cracked, the slideway immediately became 
functional. The slideway is capable of traversing a diamond tool linearly across the face 
o f the workpiece, at speeds between 1pm to 10m per minute. The venturi which creates 
a vacuum from a compressed air supply was replaced, as its internal components had 
perished. The vacuum generated is used to secure the workpiece onto the spindle. This 
venture is capable of producing a maximum vacuum of 80kPa, with a 600kPa 
compressed air supply. Figure 3-1 shows the refurbished diamond facing lathe.

Figure 3-1: Refurbished diamond facing lathe
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3.1.1 Thrust Bearing Refurbishment

The two bearing plates from the front thrust bearing on the aerostatic spindle, can be 
seen in Figure 3-2. The scratches on the insides of these two plates are responsible for 
seizing the air bearing. These have been formed by a small piece o f contamination, 
which has gained access to the inside of the bearing.

Figure 3-2: Seized thrust bearing

Figure 3-3 shows the Taylor Hobson Form Talysurf machine, analysing the surface 
quality o f the interior surface of the air bearing.

Figure 3-3: Scratch analysis of thrust bearing

The Talysurf results showed the air bearing to have a 14pm peak on its surface 
(Appendix 1). This peak blocked the 10pm air gap, which is pressurised with air during 
the operation o f the bearing. The peaks of this scratch were removed using a fine 
smoothing stone and the restrictor holes inspected for debris. The refurbishment process 
has affected the stiffness and accuracy of rotation, exhibited by the aerostatic bearing.
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3.2 Trial Cutting
Figure 3-4 shows the refurbished diamond facing lathe machining an aluminium 
specimen. This specimen (A) was being machined at 15mm/min, with a cut depth of 
10pm from a 1.5mm radius diamond tool.

Figure 3-4: Diamond turning an aluminium sample

The surface quality and form accuracy o f this specimen may then be analysed and the 
error motions highlighted. Two aluminium, one brass and one copper samples were 
machined (Figure 3-5).

C r a n

Figure 3-5: Diamond turned samples

Each o f the samples were individually analysed using the Wyko Typo metrology 
system, a three dimensional surface analyser. Figure 3-6 shows a three dimensional 
representation (3D) of a section of the surface, belonging to one of the aluminium 
samples. The tool cusps are clearly visible on the finished surface.
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Figure 3-6: Turned aluminium surface

The asynchronous axial error motion may be found when the surface is viewed as a two 
dimensional slice through the sample (Figure 3-7).

Figure 3-7: 2D results of aluminium surface

The two dimensional results from the Wyko Typo metrology system showed the 
asynchronous axial error motion of the aerostatic bearing to be 25nm. This was the 
maximum value of five different regional measurements, from aluminium specimen A. 
Adding the cusp height of 18.5nm (Equation 2-3) to the asynchronous error motion 
provides a total peak to valley roughness (Rt) of 43.5nm.

These results are confirmed in a map o f the surface topology using the Taylor Hobson 
measurement probe (Appendix 2). The average roughness o f the five largest peaks over 
a set distance (Rz) is 28nm and the total Rt o f the surface is 54nm. The arithmetic 
roughness (Ra) of the machined sample is therefore 5.3nm.
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3.3 Spindle E rror Analyser
The Lion Precision Spindle Analyser is a sophisticated spindle error measurement 
system, capable o f measuring radial, axial and thermal errors. The operating principle o f 
the analyser is based on the monitoring o f a perfectly spherical shaped target, rotating in 
the main spindle. Capacitance sensors are positioned around the target and record the 
errors. Using an analogue to digital acquisition board connected to a computer interface, 
eccentricity errors are used to calculate the speed of the spindle. Techniques such as the 
Donaldson Reversal Method exist, which subtract the geometric errors of the master 
target from the synchronous error motions [46],

3.3.1 Capacitance Probes
Capacitance is the capacity to build up charge in a non conducting material (dielectric), 
between two conductive plates. Using a constant dielectric (air), the total capacitance is 
proportional to the area of the plates and inversely proportional to the distance between 
them. The capacitance probes for the Lion Precision Spindle Analyser (Figure 3-8) have 
a maximum range of 375 pm and a nanometre resolution.

Sensor

Guard Probe

Figure 3-8: Capacitance probes [47]

Runout is defined as “the total displacement measured by an instrument sensing against 
a moving surface” [44]. Air-bearings have very linear stiffness therefore doubling the 
speed would have an effect of increasing the induced Runout by a factor of 4 [32] 
(neglecting damping).

3.3.2 Master Target M ount
A target mount was designed (Figure 3-9) to hold the master target for the analyser, in 
the centre of rotation of the spindle. This mounting block is very large due to the 
dimensions o f the master target. Once attached onto the spindle face plate, the bearing 
was re-balanced. Any imbalance generated by the target mount increases the radial 
synchronous error motion. This does not affect the surface finish capability o f the 
spindle. The imbalance is only noticeable on the synchronous error motions, as the 
angular position of the disturbance is constant [44],
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Figure 3-9: Spindle error analyser master target

3.3.3 Spindle Error Motions
To evaluate how the spindle error motions (Figure 3-10) will affect the surface 
characteristics of a fly-cut component, only a limited number o f setups are required. The 
axial synchronous and asynchronous error motions will affect the form accuracy and 
surface quality of the component respectively. Although the diamond facing lathe is not 
located in a temperature controlled environment, the magnitude o f the axial thermal 
error motion is also required.

Axial Enoi Motion Radial Error Motion Tilt Error Motion

Figure 3-10: Spindle error motions

The limitations of the Lion Precision equipment setup include; a large degree of mains 
noise generated by the motor, low probe stiffness and the inaccurate placement o f the 
capacitance probes. Each probe may be positioned independently, therefore an 
inaccuracy o f the perpendicularity between each probe will exist. During the operation 
of the diamond facing lathe, vibrations generated by external equipment will influence 
the machine tool. Appendix 3 includes the potential errors generated by external 
vibrations during a worst case scenario. These vibrations are monitored on the top o f the 
slideway, relative to the spindle face plate.
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3.3.4 Probe M ount Stiffness
A good probe holder will oscillate with a small amplitude and a very high frequency 
(200 to 1500 Hz). In practice the natural frequency of the probe mount should be at least 
double the applied frequency. This frequency should be at least 5 times higher for 
precision measurements [32],

‘Good Probe Mount Design ’ by Tim Sheridan [32]
• Short robust structures.
• Asymmetry design (symmetrical structures facilitate the generation of standing 

waves).
• Produced from a material with high internal damping.
• Have a good electrical conductivity (earth).
• Good joint design (high stiffness).

Probe Mount Dissplaeement

60 T

2  -40 -

-60 ±
0.1172 0.175S0.0293 0.0879  

Tune (see)
0.1465

Figure 3-11: Displacement of a single probe mount

One o f the errors introduced into the analysis equipment is the effect of the low stiffness 
o f the probe mounts. Using a simple ‘tuning fork’ technique, the natural frequency o f 
the probe mount may be estimated. Figure 3-11 shows the minimum and maximum 
amplitudes o f this estimation, to be -50.1 pm and 43.4 pm respectively. The time taken 
to reach zero is 0.376seconds, therefore the oscillation time period is 2.549lx '3seconds. 
This gives a natural frequency o f 392.3Hz. The spindle has a maximum frequency o f 
100Hz when spinning at 6000rpm. The stiffness o f the probe holder is therefore 
acceptable.
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3.3.5 Axial Error Motions
The asynchronous axial error motion plots, produced by the Lion Spindle Error 
Analyser are shown below. Figure 3-12 demonstrates the high levels of mains noise 
present in the motor. To counteract these noise levels, the spindle is earthed and the 
motor is switched off and allowed to freely rotate when the results are being obtained. 
Improvements to this system would include inserting a nylon washer between the 
master target and the spindle clamp.

S rJiiin i]: flx r.r i 
I D iv ~ 0 7 3  m irrn -m

Figure 3-12: Axial error motion - motor on Figure 3-13: Axial error motion - motor off

Table 3-1 documents the axial error motions, collected by the lion precision equipment. 
The mean synchronous error motion has decreased from 13.4nm to 10.3nm, this is 
attributable to the reduction in electrical noise generated by the motor. The 
asynchronous error motion has also decreased to 53.7nm. The fundamental error is 
generated by the setup up of the equipment. It is related to the form accuracy o f the 
master target and its respective position to the centre o f rotation [13].

Axial E rror Motions (1500 rpm) (nm)

Fundamental
E rror

Asynchronous
E rror

Mean Synchronous 
E rro r

M otor On 353 -3 5 9 303.6 13.4

Motor Off 3 5 2 -3 7 7 53.7 10.3

Table 3-1: Spindle axial error motions
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3.3.6 Thermal Error Motions
Thermal error motions occur slowly and are caused by temperature and environmental 
fluctuations, both internally and externally to the machine. As different materials and 
geometrical parts exhibit different coefficients o f thermal expansion, the overall thermal 
growth is not even. This difference generates distortions in the machine structure. 
Figure 3-14 shows an increase in the axial thermal growth of the spindle, when the 
rotational velocity o f the spindle is increased. This is attributable to an increase in the 
level of viscous shearing within the aerostatic bearing’s internal air gap.

Effect o f Spindle Velocity on Axial Thermal Growth

10 -1

Z at lOOOipm 

Z at 2000ipm

100 150

Time (min)

Figure 3-14: Effects of spindle velocity on axial thermal growth

Figure 3-15 demonstrates the relative axial thermal growth of a static and dynamic 
spindle under similar environmental conditions.

Relative Axial Thermal Growth

 Z atOrpm

 Z at 1500rpm

450

Time (min)

Figure 3-15: Relative axial thermal growth

As the spindle is not located in a temperature controlled environment, Figure 3-16 
shows that a small 0.2°C temperature change in the environment will result in a 
dramatic displacement error.

Influence o f  Enviromental Conditions

40

Time (min)

Figure 3-16: Influence of environmental conditions at 1500rpm
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3.4 Slideway Analysis
A combination of the tilt and straightness error motions o f the slideway were measured, 
using a precision straight edge and a single capacitance probe. The precision straight 
edge had a 300nm peak to valley flatness over a length o f 150mm. Two different 
measurement locations were investigated. In the first location the straight edge is 
positioned onto the front of the spindle and the capacitance probe is mounted onto the 
slideway (Figure 3-17).

S p in d le S etu p  1

Straight Edge

r"
I I -

____ Capacitance Probe

< —
S lid ew a v

Figure 3-17: Slide way analysis - methodology 1

In the second location the capacitance probe is located on the front of the spindle, 75mm 
from the centre o f rotation. The straight edge is positioned on the slideway (Figure 
3-18).

Spindle 

1 ^
Setup 2

Capacitance Probe

Edge

1 1 
< ----------------------

Slideway

Figure 3-18: Slideway analysis - methodology 2

Figure 3-19 and Figure 3-20 show the tilt and straightness displacement errors o f the 
hydrodynamic slideway. The maximum peak to valley error experienced with both 
locations is 0.7pm. The noise visible in Figure 3-20 may be attributed to the electrical 
noise present within the aerostatic bearing.

Hydrodynamic Slideway Straigntness M easurament - Static Reference

0.4

3  0.2

0
-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

-1
Spindle Centre55mm +  55mm

Figure 3-19: Slideway analysis results - methodology 1

Hydrodynamic Slideway Straightness Measurament - Static Probe

150nm Diameter Referance Component

Figure 3-20: Slideway analysis results - methodology 2
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4.0 STIFFNESS ANALYSIS
Static stiffness may be defined as, “A ratio between the force and the deformation 
induced by this force” [48]. Large static deflections of the machine tool components 
will result in lower achievable accuracies. The static loop stiffness of the machine tool, 
combines the stiffness for each joint through the load path of the cutting process. It is 
possible to increase a machine tool’s static loop stiffness by implementing control 
software and feedback loops, with correctly positioned transducers and actuators. It is 
not possible to modify the dynamic stiffness of a precision machine tool, without 
modifying the geometry and physical characteristics of the structural components.

A static performance analysis can be used to analyse the refurbishment of the air 
bearing. This analysis will investigate how the theoretical stiffness values compare to 
the actual ones.

4.1 Theoretical Axial Stiffness
The stiffness of an aerostatic bearing is directly proportional to the internal pressure 
ratio. This ratio is a relation between the air gap between the plates and the air supply 
pressure.

As the axial load on the front of the bearing increases, the bearing’s stiffness is also 
increased as the air gap is reduced. Equation 4-1 demonstrates the relationship between 
the bearings air gap and axial stiffness (kAxiAL).

Axial Stiffness [40]

0kAXIAL

*AXIAL

K
= 423.36JV7/tf«

Equation 4-1: Axial stiffiiess of an annular type, aerostatic thrust bearing

Where,
kaxial Axial Stiffness
Ro Outside radius (102.5mm)
Ri Internal radius (51mm)
Ho Air gap between bearing surfaces (15pm)
Ps Supply Pressure (0.6895N/mm2)
Pa Ambient Pressure (0.10135 N/mm2)
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4.2 Design Layout
Aerostatic bearings are often arranged so that a journal bearing connects a pair of 
opposing thrust bearing. Different concepts of linking the thrust and journal bearings 
may be adopted during the bearing design. These concepts will affect the radial, axial 
and tilt stiffnesses, influence the assembly inaccuracies and vary the manufacturing 
complexity [49]. Figure 4-1 shows the two variations of a horizontal mounted aerostatic 
bearing. Table 4-1 shows a non-dimensional performance comparison of the two 
bearing designs, show in Figure 4-1.

Variation 1 Variation 2

JF
. r r

r
c

u
Figure 4-1: Aerostatic bearing design variations [49]

Variant Stiffnesses Combined Radial 
and Axial

Influence
of

preload

Easiness of 
manufacturingNo. Radial (IQ) Axial (Ka) Tilt (IQ) IQxKa

1 0.54 0.50 0.42 0.27 no normal
2 0.35 0.78 0.31 0.27 great good

Table 4-1: Aerostatic bearing design comparison [49]

The bearing design within the diamond facing lathe is based on design variation 1. This 
design has a larger radial stiffness, generated by a larger journal diameter. The surface 
areas of the thrust bearings are smaller; therefore according to Equation 4-1 the axial 
stiffness is lower.

4.3 Load Capacity
The maximum axial and radial load capacities of an aerostatic bearing are limited by the 
maximum geometry and air supply pressure. The radial load capacity of the journal 
bearing within the diamond facing lathe may be determined experimentally, but there is 
no geometric information on its design available to calculate a theoretically value. The 
axial load capacity (W) of the front thrust bearing belonging to the diamond facing lathe 
is shown in Equation 4-2.

Axial Load Capacity [40]

W = 0.26x(Ro2 - R:2\ po - P a) 
W = 3752.44#

Equation 4-2: Axial load capacity of an annular type, aerostatic thrust bearing

Where,
W  : Axial load capacity
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The pair of opposing thrust bearings in the diamond facing lathe provides an axial 
loading capacity in two opposing directions. The resulting axial loading and stiffness 
attributes of the combined thrust bearings must be considered. Figure 4-2 shows the 
resultant loading in both directions for the thrust bearing arrangement. If the thrust 
bearings are assumed to be identical and the alignments of the bearings are 
geometrically perfect, the axial load capacity is increased by twenty five percent [50]. 
The bidirectional axial load capacity is therefore 4690.55N.

0-5 0-i

— load

Figure 4-2: Load capacity of opposing thrust bearings [50]

4.4 Gas Flow Rate
The gas flow rate (Q) of an aerostatic bearing is an important economic factor in the 
bearing design. An excessive gas flow rate will render the bearing uneconomical [51]. 
The theoretical gas flow rate for the front thrust bearing, belonging to the small 
diamond facing lathe is shown in Equation 4-3.

Gas Flow Rate [40]

0.27h„\ —
2

^  -
(3.42xl06)x0.51xln 

Q = 0.0346m3 / sec

(X]
UJ

Equation 4-3: Gas flow rate for an annular type, aerostatic thrust bearing

Where,
Q : Gas flow rate
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4.5 Experimental Axial Stiffness
The axial stiffness is measured using a load cell and a micrometer probe. The equipment 
setup may be seen in Figure 4-3. A displacement was applied to the front o f the spindle 
and the axial force was measured by the load cell. The displacement is measured 
relative to the granite base o f the aerostatic bearing.

Figure 4-3: Air bearing axial stiffness component setup

Figure 4-4 shows the linear trend line of the spindle face plate displacement, with 
respect to an increasing force. The axial stiffness of the spindle is the gradient of the 
linear trend line. The axial stiffness o f the aerostatic bearing is 33.759N/pm.

Spindle Axial Stiffness

400

300

200

100
y = 33.759x + 13.125

Displacement (pm)

Figure 4-4: Air bearing axial stiffness

The original design specification for the axial stiffness o f the spindle is 595N/pm [45],
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4.6 Static Loop Stiffness
The static loop stiffness o f the diamond facing lathe is a function o f all o f the different 
joints, within the load path. By inverting these stiffness values these joints are 
considered as compliances and the overall static loop compliance may be expressed as 
the sum of all the individual compliances.

C = C +C  4-C + cLoop Spindle Slideway Z-Slide Tool—Holder

Equation 4-4: Static Loop Compliance

Where,
ClooP : Static loop compliance
Cspindie '■ Spindle compliance
Csudeway '■ Slideway compliance
Cz-sude : Z-Slide compliance
CTool-Holder : Tool holder compliance

Figure 4-5 shows the equipment setup for the static loop stiffness test. The axial 
stiffness for the spindle has been determined in section 4.6. Assuming the epoxy base 
has an infinite stiffness, the slideway, Z-slide and tool holder joints remain. For each 
joint, the reference point remains constant and the location o f the base o f the 
micrometer probe is changed. The three location points are shown in Figure 4-5.

L o c a r io i i^ ^ H K e f e re n c e  P oin t

^Location J|

[Location 2

Figure 4-5: Static loop stiffness component setup

Equation 4-5 relates the location points which are shown in Figure 4-5, to each 
components individual compliance value.

C =CLocation1 Tool—Holder

c  = c  + rLocation2 Z-Slide Tool-Holder

c  - c  + f + c^  Location3 ^  Slideway ~  ^  Z-Slide  T  ^  Tool-Holder

Equation 4-5: Component compliance values
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The linear trend lines which represent the different location stiffness values are shown 
in Figure 4-6.

Location Stiffness Results
400 j  

350 -  

300 -- 

g  250 -  
£  200 - 

|  >50 -  
100 - -

Location 1 
y=17.416x-1.649

Location 2 
y=12.785x+13.181

Displacement (pm)

Figure 4-6: Location stiffness results

Table 4-2 contains the individual static stiffness values for each joint, within the load 
path of the diamond facing lathe. From these results the static loop stiffness may be 
calculated from the inverse o f the static loop compliance, as shown in Equation 4-4.

Component Compliance (pm/N) Stiffness (N/pm)
Spindle 0.0296 33.759

Tool Holder 0.0574 17.416
Z-Slide 0.0208 48.03

Slideway 0.0259 38.59

Table 4-2: Static stiffness values

The static loop stiffness for the diamond facing lathe is 7.47N/pm.
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4.7 Experimental Dynamic Radial Stiffness
The dynamic radial stiffness of the journal bearing may be estimated by applying a 
known load at the spindle’s circumference (Figure 4-7). The difference in the radial 
error (D r) when the spindle is operated at a known angular velocity (go), can be related 
to the radial stiffness (Equation 4-6). The radial error can be measured using the Lion 
Precision Spindle Analyser.

7- time

Figure 4-7: Dynamic radial stiffness

Stiffness Equation

k = ^ ~
 £«_

Equation 4-6: Dynamic radial stiffness
Where,

k : Stiffness
F r : Radial force
D r : Deflection

Force Equation

Fr = m x R m xco2 

Equation 4-7: Dynamic radial force
Where,

m : Mass
Rm : Radius of mass
00 : Angular velocity

From Equation 4-6 the dynamic radial stiffness of the spindle can be calculated. Two
masses of 12 and 24 grams were used, with a constant radial velocity of 1500RPM.

Angular Force (N) Deflection (pm) Radial Stiffness 
(N/pm) 1500RPM

23.66 0.124024x10"'’ 190.79
47.33 0.248048X10"6 190.80

Table 4-3: Dynamic radial stiffness results

From Table 4-3, the dynamic radial stiffness of the aerostatic journal bearing is 
190.8N/um. The original radial stiffness specification according to Comley, was 
183N/pm [45].
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5.0 FEASIBILITY STUDY
This feasibility study will evaluate the influence of the error motions of the diamond
facing lathe, against the design requirements of the fly-cutting system. The spindle and
slideway errors motions are shown in section 5.1. The evaluation of these motions can
then be used to produce a technical specification.

5.1 Error Budget

Spindle Errors
Axial Synchronous Error: 10.3nm
Radial Synchronous Error: n.a.
Static Axial stiffness: 33.759N/pm
Dynamic Radial stiffness: 190.790N/pm at 25Hz

X Axis Errors
Straightness (X axis): 0.7pm P-V
Static Slideway Stiffness: 3.180N/pm
Static Z-Slide Stiffness: 4.631N/pm

Time Based Errors
Thermal Drift in Spindle (0 rpm): 4.0pm
Thermal Drift in Spindle (1500 rpm): 8.5pm
Spindle Asynchronous Error: 53.7nm

Other Errors
Floor Vibrations (Laboratory Conditions): 4.96nm P-V

5.2 Error Motion Evaluation
The maximum measured axial asynchronous error of the aerostatic spindle is 53.7nm. 
The acceptable surface roughness values will therefore be approximately 80nm P-V, 
including the cusp depth. This is greater than the initial specification of 50nm P-V, 
therefore the component specification must be altered to reflect the performance of the 
machine tool. An axial displacement of +/-10pm is required to compensate for the 
maximum straightness errors and thermal drift of the spindle. The angular displacement 
should therefore be 20arcsec. This is the angular displacement required for a 10pm axial 
displacement of a 100mm diameter component. The resolutions of these axial and radial 
motions should therefore be lOnm and 0.02arcsec respectively. These would enable the 
fly-cutter to generate the required component form-accuracies (200nm P-V). A closed 
loop control system is required to continuously monitor and adjust the relative positions 
of the diamond tool and the workpiece. This feedback system will require a minimum 
reference edge length of 100mm to compensate for the spindle drift. A 200mm 
reference length would enable the slideway motions to be monitored also. The 
fundamental frequency of all the machine components must be lower than the 
maximum frequency of the spindle (100Hz). The axial and radial stiffness must be as 
great as the current values, to limit their effects. The maximum unbalanced mass of the 
cutting head, should be equal to the maximum balancing moment at the circumference 
of the spindle face plate.
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5.3 Technical Specifications

Ideal Value

FLY-CUTTING HEAD
Fundamental Frequency 160Hz
Static Axial Stiffness lOON/pm
Radius of Diamond Tool Holder 80mm
Combined Mass 5kg
Maximum Diameter 275mm
Surface Reference for Error Compensation 200mm
Mass Imbalance 0.011.25kg
Diamond Tool Holder

- CUPE Shank (6.35mm2 x 20mm)
- Quick Release Tool Change
- Tool Replacement Repeatability Error +/-5 pm
- Tool Setting Station
- Tool to Holder Mass Ratio 1:3 

Vacuum Chuck for Diamond Turning
Combined Mass 5kg
Maximum Diameter 275mm
Surface Reference for Error Compensation 200mm

WORKPIECE HOLDER
3 Degrees of Freedom (axial and two tilts)
Component Diameter
Axial Displacement
Axial Displacement Resolution
Angular Displacement
Angular Displacement Resolution
Fundamental Frequency
Control System

- Closed Loop Feedback
- Sensor Resolution
- Sensor Range

GENERAL
Single Phase Power Requirements 
Conform to ISO 14001 Standards 
Basic Maintenance Requirements Only 
Full Technical Documentation

- Risk Assessment
- Standard Operating Procedure

130mm
+/-10pm
lOnm
20.0arcsec
0.02arcsec
160Hz

lOnm
1mm

Acceptable Value

120Hz 
50N/pm 
65 mm 
8kg
320mm
100mm
0.016.9kg

+/-10pm

1:4

8kg
320mm
100mm

100mm
+/-8pm
30nm
16.5arcsec
0.05arcsec
120Hz

30nm
0.5mm
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6.0 CONCEPT DESIGN
This chapter identifies the components required for a diamond fly-cutting system. The 
design criteria and concept detail has been included on each component.

6.1 Concept Overview
The fly-cutting system requires a diamond tool mounted at a radius from the spindle’s 
centre o f rotation. This radius will be governed by the maximum part diameter 
specification. A dynamic workpiece holder containing a feedback loop, referenced to 
the relative error motions between the spindle and slideway is also required. Figure 6-1 
demonstrates the locations o f the identified components, relative to the existing 
diamond facing lathe. It can be seen that the workpiece holder is displaced horizontally 
across the front of the fly-cutting head. The cut depth is applied, by displacing the 
workpiece holder closer to the diamond tool. This is achieved manually by using the 
existing z-slide on the diamond facing lathe.

W orkpiece Holder

Figure 6-1: Fly-cutting system concept overview

6.2 Fly-Cutting Head
The fly-cutting head is secured to the spindle face plate and rotates the diamond tool 
around a 75mm radius. On completion of the machining operation a 25mm clearance 
gap is left around a 100mm diameter workpiece, as it remains stationary inside the 
cutting path. The diamond tool has a CUPE shank (6.35mm2 x 20mm) and is held at a 
particular orientation within a quick release tool holder. The diamond tool is secured 
into the tool holder using a set o f grub screws. This technique allows the diamond tool 
to be located into position using a microscope. The tool holder may then be repeatedly 
secured into position within the fly-cutting head, by using a quick release clamping 
mechanism.

The fly-cutting head is circular to decrease any synchronous radial excitation forces 
generated by an imbalance in the design. The large surface area o f the cutting-head 
provides a reference datum for position sensors within the control system. These sensors 
are used to feedback the location o f the cutting head to the control system. As this 
relative position changes according to the spindle and slideway error motions, the 
workpiece is orientated and positioned accordingly. This dynamic orientation o f the 
workpiece is undertaken during the machining process.

Chapter 7 contains a detailed concept design and optimisation results, for the diamond 
fly-cutting head.
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6.3 Dynamic Workpiece Holder

6.3.1 Workpiece Manipulation
A flexure is a frictionless displacement device, which relies on the elastic deformation 
of a material [52], A three pair flexure design has been chosen to manipulate the 
workpiece. This arrangement is an improvement on a conventional three position 
flexure design, where only half o f the number of flexures is used (Figure 6-2). The 
three pair configuration forms a symmetrical structure with twice the axial and 
rotational stiffness [53], This design is capable of repeated and accurate positioning o f 
the workpiece. However consideration must be given to ensure the mechanical 
properties of the materials chosen are not exceeded, as this could result in premature 
plastic deformation of the structure.

3 Pau Flexture Design3 Position Flexture Design

Figure 6-2: 3 Position and 3 pair flexure designs

By implementing this mechanical arrangement of flexures, this design is capable o f 
orientating the workpiece through the Z axis and around the X and Y axes. These three 
degrees of freedom allow the workpiece to be orientated relative to the rotating diamond 
tool, to remove any thermal and geometric based errors in the machine tool. Each o f the 
three degrees o f freedom in the three pair flexure system requires an independent linear 
actuator. The independent positions o f these actuators, generate the overall orientation 
of the workpiece holder. The feedback and control systems which are required, are 
discussed in section 6.3.4.

Linear Actuators
Plumbum (lead) Zirconate Titanate (PZT) based ceramic actuators, are capable o f 
generating precision linear motions. They are able to generate high actuation forces and 
have an unlimited theoretical resolution. The resolution o f a PZT actuator is not limited 
by friction or an operating threshold voltage, but by the mechanical design o f its 
surrounding components and any electrical noise from the control amplifier. PZT 
actuators have a very fast response time and are not affected by electromagnetic fields 
[52], A low voltage, preloaded PZT actuator (P-841.20 from PI) has been chosen for the 
manipulation o f the workpiece. They include a closed loop positioning system with a 
maximum travel o f 30pm and a nanometre resolution. Their internal preloading 
provides a forward actuation force o f 1000N and a reverse force of 50N [52],
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Flexure Design
The geometric design of a flexure is dependent on its stiffness. This stiffness governs 
the deflection of the flexure when a known force is applied. The geometric design of a 
pair of flexures is based on the bending moment of a single, simply supported beam. 
Further iterations of this model include the parallel bending mode of a single flexure 
and finally a model of a pair of flexures with opposing parallel moments. Each of these 
model iterations may be seen in Figure 6-3. The flexure design is based on the physical 
properties of generic isotropic mild steel.

Parallel Moment Combined MomentBending Moment

Figure 6-3: Parallel mode flexure design

Equations 13, 14 and 15 govern the vertical deflection and axial stiffness for a pair of 
flexures [53]. These equations have been used to generate a look up table (Appendix 4), 
to aid the design of the three pair flexure system.
Second Moment o f Inertia [53]

12
Equation 6-1: Flexure design - second moment of inertia 

Vertical Deflection [53] __________________

v  J E -  f - ^ — 1
T E l ^ 2(3/ -  6r) J 

Equation 6-2: Flexure design - vertical deflection

Axial Stiffness [53]
wkT -  —
VyT

, Ebh3
* r -  p l - 2 r )

Equation 6-3: Flexure design -  axial stiflhess

Where,
W : Applied force
I : Length of flexure
E : Young’s modulus
I : Second moment of area
B : Width of flexure
h : Thickness of flexure
r : Flexure radius
VT : Vertical deflection in combined mode
kx : Axial stiffness in combined mode
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The exact flexure dimensions have not been calculated, because the stress relationship 
between the flexure pairs has not been considered. This relationship has been simulated 
using a finite element (FE) analysis package. A three dimensional mesh has been 
generated around the model and the underside of the outside mount has been fully 
constrained in all 6 degrees of freedom. The mesh and boundary condition set may be 
seen in Figure 6-4. The individual actuation forces have been applied in their 
corresponding locations at 120° intervals, with a pitch circle diameter o f 40mm about 
the centre of the model.

FEA Boundary Condition Set

V  V  V  V  > §g

life - W  - :
B o u n d a r y  c o n d i t i o n .

• constraining all 6 degrees of freedom.

Figure 6-4: FEA Boundary Condition Set

Figure 6-5 shows the simulation o f the axial motion o f the flexures. The maximum axial 
displacement is 18.7pm with an input force o f 1000N per flexure.

Display 1
F l e x t u r e  

B .C . l,5TR E5S_12,LO A D  SET ALL 
C : \JA R R E T T N F le x tu re _ D e s ig n \F ± e x tu re i7 .m f  1 
STRESS Von M is e s  IT n av e rag ed  Top s h e l l  
M in : 9 .B 6E +00 mH/ratt* 2 Max: 9 .6 8 E + 0 4  anH/im>A2 

B .C . 1 , DISPLACEMEHT_4,LOAD SET ALL 
C : \ J A R R E T T N F le x tu re _ D e 3 ig n \F le x tu re l7 .m f1 
DI5PLACEMEHT XYZ M ag n itu d e  
M in : O.OOE+OO mai M ax: 1 .8 7 E -0 2  nm 
P a r c  C o o rd in a c e  S y s te m

Figure 6-5: Flexure design simulation

Figure 6-6 shows the maximum orientations o f the three pair flexure system, with each 
linear actuator individually activated. The maximum axial displacement for a single 
orientation is 12pm and a maximum orientation angle o f 24.75arcsec.
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WmiSsi'1 :■
Figure 6-6: Simulation of workpiece orientations

The flexures in Figure 6-5 are 58mm wide, with a thickness of 2mm. The length of 
15mm may be optimised to provide the correct maximum displacement. Table 6-1 
shows the relationship between the length o f the flexure and the maximum combined 
axial displacement.

Flexure Length (mm) Maximum Axial 
Displacement (pm)

15.00 18.7
15.05 18.9
15.10 19.0
15.15 21.1
15.20 21.2

Table 6-1: Flexure geometry optimisation

The non-linear relationship between the flexure length and maximum axial 
displacement can be attributed to the inaccuracy of mesh, which surrounds the analysis 
model. This is caused by the modifications to the flexure geometry, during the analysis.
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6.3.2 Workpiece Mounting
The design o f the workpiece mount requires features to secure the axial and angular 
position of the component. This must be a repeatable position, implementing a clamping 
technique which does not influence the component’s geometry. The mounting technique 
must not limit the geometry, or the maximum diameter of the workpiece.

The finite element analysis of the 3 pair flexure design employs a fixed point force, to 
represent a PTZ actuator. With these single point force boundary conditions, the 
geometry of the workpiece mount distorts (Figure 6-7). The distortion may be 
minimised by modifying the design o f the workpiece mount and increasing the stiffness 
of the material used.

Figure 6-7: Simulation of workpiece mount distortions

As a result o f the distortion generated by the PZT actuators, the workpiece mount is 
offset by 2mm, from the front of the flexure plate. This mount is secured to the flexure 
plate in three positions, at the opposing sides to the actuators. The plate includes a 
vacuum connection which is connected to the vacuum generator, through a hole in the 
centre of the flexure plate. The use o f a vacuum provides a repeatable and non
influencing technique for securing the workpiece into its axial position. The angular 
position o f the workpiece is set within the design of the mounting plate, which is bolted 
onto the front of the workpiece mount (Figure 6-8). This plate has a unique design for 
each different component and includes an array o f restrictor holes for the vacuum 
supply.

Figure 6-8: Workpiece mount
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6.3.3 Probe M ounting
Four capacitance probes from Lion Precision (C6-D) are required to monitor the error 
motions within the machine tool. These capacitance probes have a resolution o f 25nm, 
over a range of 125 to 625pm. This resolution is within the acceptable range of the 
technical specification. These probes are located at four corners of a square mount, 
around the outside o f the workpiece holder. The location o f these sensors enables a 
computer interface to calculate the relative X and Y rotations (Tip and Tilt) and Z 
displacement o f the cutting path. The workpiece may then be orientated accordingly to 
counteract these error motions. Each capacitance probe will require a Lion Precision 
probe driver (CLP 290) which includes dual sensitivity control. An analogue to digital 
converter is also required to connect the output from the probe drivers to a computer 
interface. Figure 6-9 shows the location of the capacitance probes, relative to the 
workpiece and the rotating diamond tool.

Capacit.mc e pi oL<es
Onaonitl workpiece

Machined \voila>iece

Figure 6-9: Location of capacitance probes

During the setting operation o f the fly-cutting system, the axial displacement o f the 
probes must be set and then locked into position. This process is required so that the 
system may accommodate a variation in the workpiece thickness. Once the relative 
angle of the capacitance probe is secured, a differential amplifier operating within the 
computer interface may be used to remove any initial offset value. Compensation for 
variation in the probe mount angles may be modified within the computer interface, 
once the surface of a fly-cut component has been evaluated. Figure 6-10 includes a 
basic design for an adjustable capacitance probe mount. A detailed assembly drawing is 
shown in Appendix 5.

Escapement 
for cables

Setting screw

Locking screw

Front View________Rear View
Figure 6-10: Probe mount design
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The design in Figure 6-10 includes a rear grub screw for the axial adjustment of the 
capacitance probe. The probe may then be locked permanently into position, for the 
duration of the machining cycle.

Implementing Capacitance Probes
During the analysis of the error motions of the aerostatic spindle (documented in section 
3.2.5), errors were observed which were attributable to noise from the three phase 
motor. This noise may be damped by insulating the fly-cutting head from the spindle 
face place. The grounding capacitance of the fly-cutting head is therefore no longer 
suitable for a precision measurement. For a precision measurement this grounding 
capacitance should be one hundred times greater than the sensor capacitance [54] 
(Figure 6-11).

A technique known as, “A two channel, out of phase measurement” may be employed, 
as it does not require a grounding capacitance. In this technique, two capacitance probes 
are synchronised 180° out of phase and the measurements are alternated between the 
two. The second capacitance sensor only provides the return path for the sensing current 
[54]. This concept may be seen in Figure 6-12.

Probi
Capa

Current flow (I)

Target;'G round” 
Capacitance

Figure 6-11: Ground capacitance sensor [54]

Probe/Target
Capacitance

Current flow (I)

Figure 6-12: Dual capacitance sensor synchronisation [54]
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6.3.4 Control Systems
This section introduces the relationship between the displacement of each o f the PZT 
actuators and their influences on the orientation of the workpiece. Suitable actuators, 
transducers and control techniques have been recommended, along with a system 
layout. This layout includes the capacitance probes as discussed in the previous section.

Workpiece Orientation
A control system is required to control the relationship between the PZT actuator 
displacement and the workpiece orientation. The functions within this control system 
have been expressed in Equation 6-4, according to Figure 6-13 [52],

Y-Axis

Figure 6-13: 3 Pair flexure control

2 A - ( B  + C)a  = -------1------- -
2 a

b
Z _ (A + B + C)
________ 3

Equation 6-4: 3 Pair flexure control

Where,
a : Tip angle (DOF 1)
P : Tilt angle (DOF 2)
Z : Axial displacement (DOF 3)
A : Actuator A displacement
B : Actuator B displacement
C : Actuator C displacement
a : Dimension a
b : Dimension b
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Control System Overview
The control system has been documented in Appendix 6. This appendix contains a 
control system overview diagram, which includes the key components. By 
implementing a range of control modules, the error motions of the machine tool have 
been linked to the orientation of the workpiece.

The low voltage PZT actuators specified for the manipulation of the workpiece holder 
in section 6.3.1, employ a closed loop control system to improve their displacement 
accuracy and repeatability. Open loop PZT actuators experience hysteresis and drift 
errors, which affect their positioning accuracy and repeatability [52]. The closed loop 
control is achieved by comparing the actual position with the demanded value. The 
displacement may then be adjusted to equal the two values. A resistive film strain 
gauge, bonded to the piezo actuator provides the actual displacement value [52], The 
demanded value is compared using a proportional integral (PI) controller module (E- 
509). This module is capable o f increasing the stiffness of each o f the actuators through 
control, by varying the operating voltages with load variations.

Each of the PZT actuators requires a low voltage amplifier module (E-503). These 
modules require a high level o f electrical noise filtering, to limit their effects against the 
resolution of the actuator. A 20 bit analogue to digital converter (E-516.i3) has been 
specified, to link the displacements o f the piezo actuators to a computer interface. The 
computer interface will link the orientation of the workpiece to the measured error 
motions of the machine tool. Complex functions may be introduced to the motions of 
the workpiece holder, to generate complex structured surfaces.

The control modules required for the operation of the PZT actuators are shown in 
Figure 3-10. This includes the PZT three channel amplifier, the strain gauge sensor 
module and the analogue to digital converter. These components are housed within an 
enclosure (E-500), designed to combine their functionality.

E-500

E-516J3

E-509

Figure 6-14: Control system overview
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7.0 DETAILED DESIGN
The design of the fly cutting head must conform to all o f the specifications outlined in 
section 5.3. The quick release tool holder will serve as an interface between the single 
point diamond tool and the components of the fly-cutting system. Upon the removal of 
the tool holder from the cutting face plate, it must be possible to replace the tool holder 
containing a diamond tool within a repeatable position of +/-5pm.

7.1 Design Methodology
As a result of the large range of technologies available for use in the quick release tool 
holder a formal design methodology has been produced (Table 7-1). This process has 
been designed to brainstorm all of the different techniques and produce feasible 
concepts from these. These concepts have been outlined using a morphological ideas 
chart and evaluated according to a set of partial functions, using a Pugh’s matrix [55].

Desisn Procedure

1. Define partial functions according to technical specification and concept design.

2. Create a morphological chart from these partial functions.

3. Apply design ideas to morphological chart.

4. Identify feasible concept design combinations.

5. Develop these feasible concepts for further analysis.

6. Evaluate these concepts using a Pugh’s Matrix, to identify the most ideal design

components or design concept.

7. Develop the most ideal concept using knowledge gained from the Pugh’s matrix.

Table 7-1: Detailed design procedure

7.1.1 Generation o f Design Ideas
A simple brainstorming technique can be used to generate design ideas. These design 
ideas should not be analysed and disregarded, as each idea may lead to a more advanced 
iteration.

7.1.2 Morphological Charts
A morphological chart enables a designer to compactly combine all of their design ideas 
into one location, so they may be sorted into areas defined by the partial functions. A 
combination of ideas may then be chosen for further development and evaluation.

7.1.3 Pughfs Matrixes
A Pugh’s matrix is a design concept evaluation procedure, based on a set of evaluation 
criteria generated from the technical specifications. The concepts are evaluated against a 
datum concept, which in this case will be one of the generated concepts. A Pugh’s 
matrix is a very effective method of evaluating developed designs against an original 
one.
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7.2 Definition of Partial Functions

Partial Function 1: The linear position (X, Y, and Z axis) of the diamond tool must be 
adjustable.

Partial function 2: The diamond tool must be positioned into a repeatable axial position 
once set within the fly-cutting head.

Partial function 3: The diamond tool must be orientated into a repeatable angular 
position.

Partial function 4: A quick release locking mechanism is required to secure the 
diamond tool into the fly-cutting head.

7.3 Morphological Chart

Partial functions
Design ideas

1 2 3 4 5

1 Adjustable Position of 
diamond tool

Grub screws 
into holder

Mechanical
bush

2 part tool 
holder

Grub screws 
into 

cutting-head

2 Repeatable axial 
position

Mechanical
block

Kinematic
mount Screw Thread

3 Repeatable angular 
position

Key and 
keyway

Kinematic 
ball and 

V-groove
Pin and dowel Geometric

feature

4 Quick release locking 
mechanism

Bolt with 
cup and seat 

bearing

Flexure 
spring bush

Hydraulic 
friction clamp

Vacuum
force

System 3R 
hydraulic 

tool clamp

Table 7-2: Morphological chart

7.4 Concept Identification
Table 7-3 includes the concepts generated from the morphological chart.

Concept 1 Concept 2 Concept 3 Concept 4

Partial Design Partial Design Partial Design Partial Design
function idea function idea function idea function idea

1 1 1 1 1 2 1 1
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1
3 2 3 2 3 4 3 1
4 1 4 3 4 2 4 4

Table 7-3: Concept Identification
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7.4.1 Design Concept 1

Figure 7-1: Cutting head design concept 1

The diamond tools are located in a holder and secured into position. Up to two tools 
may be inserted. The tool holder is then kinematically located onto a base which is 
secured into the balancing disc. The orientation and axial position of the tools may be 
adjusted, using a three-vee kinematic design. The kinematic balls are secured onto grub 
screws, and may be adjusted from the front plate of the tool holder. The holder is locked 
into position using a central securing bolt. The orientation o f this bolt is not restricted, 
as it sits on a mechanical friction cup and seat bearing. This allows the tool holder to tip 
and tilt, with a 5° displacement. Detailed assembly drawings for all o f the design 
concepts are shown in Appendix 7.

7.4.2 Design Concept 2

Figure 7-2: Cutting head design concept 2

Concept 2 is based on a hydraulic friction lock (ETP-T), which is used to clamp a tool 
holder into position. A diamond tool is secured into the tool holder, which locates quasi- 
kinematically into a face plate. A three-vee kinematic location is machined into the face 
plate. The tool holder locates into a permanent position using 3, V-shaped notches. The 
geometric area o f these notches is based on the axial and radial stiffness required for the 
design. The face plate is used to secure the friction lock into its axial position and a 
feature on the balancing disk secures its angular position. The clamping force is 
activated through the side o f the balancing disk using a 6mm hexagonal tool.
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7.4.3 Design Concept 3

Figure 7-3: Cutting head design concept 3

The third concept employs an identical hydraulic friction lock to the second concept. 
The front plate and tool holder are designed as one component and the diamond tool is 
inserted into the cutting head, independent o f an external tool holder. The front plate 
includes a location fit for the diamond tool and a mechanical bush. This mechanical 
bush is based on a series o f flexures, which contract when the friction lock is activated. 
This secures the diamond tool into position.

7.4.4 Design Concept 4

Figure 7-4: Cutting head design concept 4

Unlike concepts 1 to 3, the clamping force in concept 4 is generated by a vacuum. The 
diamond tool is secured into a removable tool holder. Two tool holders may be inserted 
into the cutting disk or one blank holder may be used. The holders are aligned into an 
axial position using a shaped holder and the radial position is secured using a key and 
keyway design. The outside diameter o f the tool holder may be produced very 
accurately, according to the exact internal diameter of the face place. The keyway may 
then be machined with the two parts clamped into position. Using a broaching tool a 
very accurate keyway may be machined. The diamond tool and tool holder will react 
against the rear vacuum plate. When inserted and a vacuum is applied the holders will 
position parallel to the front face o f the face plate, with a holding force of 1.05N. A 
small ejection pulse of compressed air from the vacuum generator may be used, to aid 
the removal o f the diamond tool.
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7.5 Pugh’s Matrix

Evaluation Criteria
Concept number

1 2 3 4
High axial stiffness of secured diamond tool + + -
High radial stiffness of secured diamond tool + + +
Effectiveness of quick release tool holder + - +
High position repeatability of tool holder OhCDo 0 0 0
Ability to accurately position the diamond tool Coo 0 - 0
Low tool to holder mass ratio CDo - - +
Large surface reference for error compensation CDI—i 0 0 0
Large cut radius

0-H
3Oh 0 0 0

Low imbalanced mass 0 0 +
Low Weight - - +
Low manufacturing costs + + -

Z  + 0 4 3 5
1 0 0 5 4 4
z - 0 2 4 2
Net Value 0 2 -1 3
Ranking Order 3 2 4 1
Further Development No Yes No Yes

Table 7-4: Pugh's matrix

The Pugh matrix has highlighted concepts 2 and 4 to be the most ideal. Concept 2 is 
based on a hydraulic friction lock and has a high clamping force, with a large axial 
stiffness. The hydraulic friction lock is very heavy and provides an ‘over-engineered5 
solution to the problem. Concept 4 is very dynamically stable and only requires a low 
amount of mass to be removed from the cutting head. This concept implements a 
vacuum supply to provide a holding force for the tool. When a 75kPa vacuum force is 
applied, only a 1.05N holding force is generated to secure each of the holders. The axial 
stiffness is therefore not sufficient to securely mount the diamond tool within the fly- 
cutting head. This design also has the largest manufacturing costs, attributable to the 
complexity of the design and low tolerances required. The relative parts should be 
manufactured in pairs to decrease these tolerances.
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7.6 Fly-Cutting head Design Concept
The final proposed design concept is shown in Figure 7-5. The diamond tools are 
located in the tool holder shown in Figure 7-6 and may be positioned using setting 4 
setting screws. The tool holder should be produced with a high manufacturing tolerance 
and machined to fit its location within the fly-cutting head. The angular position o f the 
tool holder is set within the fly-cutting head using a key and keyway design. Using a 
broaching technique, an accurate keyway may be simultaneously machined into the two 
parts. The final key should be manufactured from silver steel, and bolted into the groove 
on the tool holder.

Figure 7-5: Fly-cutting head design concept

Figure 7-6: Diamond tool holder

The exploded view of the front and rear o f the fly-cutting head is shown in Figure 7-7. 
The tool holder is secured into the fly-cutting head using a semi-kinematic location on 
the inside o f a side locking clamp. The design process has shown these clamps to be the 
most ideal design, however further research is required on the design of the semi- 
kinematic location. This location should involve a singular v-groove design to locate the 
axial position o f the tool holder.
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Figure 7-7: Fly-cutting head design concept - exploded views

Consideration should also be given to the manufacturing methods for this part. By 
tightening the locking bolts within the slide locking clamp, the tool holder will be 
secured into a repeatable location. An insulation plate has been included in the design. 
This plate is located between the fly-cutting head and the spindle face plate. The 
benefits of this part are described in section 6.3.3. A detailed assembly drawing o f the 
fly-cutting head is shown in Appendix 9.

7.7 Design Optimisation
The geometric design of the fly-cutting head may be analysed and then optimised, to 
improve both its static and dynamic performance. Three dimensional (3D) modelling 
and analysis packages, such as I-DEAS can be used for both linear and non-linear 
analysis. Initial estimations o f the geometry may be analysed by stiffness calculations 
based on linear elastic theories or Hertzian contacts [1], The dynamic analysis will 
determine the resonant frequencies of the model. At the fundamental frequency, the 
cutting head will become unstable and will geometrically distort. This distortion will 
generate errors in the cut surface. The stiffness of the design must be evaluated above 
the operating frequency o f the fly-cutting system (100Hz).

The geometry has been optimised according to the thickness (Dimension A) o f the 
design, as shown in Figure 7-8. The optimisation parameters included minimising the 
fundamental frequency and total mass.

D n n e im o u  A

Figure 7-8: Design optimisation geometry
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The optimisation results are shown in Table 7-5 and graphically in Appendix 8. These 
results show how the design modifications affect the fundamental frequency and 
stiffness values. The stiffness o f the fly-cutting head is measured at the external 
diameter, on the front of the reference surface.

Dimension A
(mm)

Mass
(kg)

Volume
(mm3)

Fundamental Frequency
(Hz)

Stiffness
(N/jum)

3 5.26 666781 495 3.51
4 5.7 722136 641 7.87
5 6.14 777487 781 14.66
6 6.57 832835 913 24.27
7 7.02 888178 1040 37.17

Table 7-5: Design optimisation results

Figure -  demonstrates how the 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th modes of the resonant frequency affect 
the geometry o f the component, with a thickness (Dimension A) o f 5mm. During the 
resonant frequencies, these displacements are controlled by the damping coefficient o f 
the structure.

Figure 7-9: Resonant frequency modes, 1, 3, 5 and 7
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8.0 DISCUSSION

8.1 System Refurbishment
The refurbishment of the diamond facing lathe included the installation of a new 
variable frequency induction drive, used to control the rotation of the spindle. This 
system requires additional safety equipment to be installed, such as an emergency stop 
switch and safety guarding with interlocks. In its present condition, the facing lathe is 
considered to be a piece of experimental equipment. Access to the operating region 
surrounding the machine, should therefore be restricted and sufficient safety equipment 
supplied to the operators. The analysis procedures documented within this Thesis, 
conform to these safety regulations.

8.2 Bearing Refurbishment
During the refurbishment procedure of the front thrust aerostatic bearing, it was shown 
that internal surface damage was the cause of the stationary spindle. A 14pm peak 
surface scratch was blocking the 10pm air gap between the two surfaces. This scratch 
may be attributed to a small amount of contamination, between these two surfaces. To 
prevent any future contamination, compressed air should be continuously supplied to 
the aerostatic bearing. A combination of this refurbishment process and errors 
introduced over time, will have affected the performance of the facing lathe. The 
spindle and slideway error motions have therefore been evaluated, so they may be 
accounted for in the component design. A stiffness analysis also provides an indication 
of the performance of the facing lathe.

8.3 Dynamic Performance Analysis
In order to evaluate the error motions of the aerostatic spindle and hydrodynamic 
slideway, the surface characteristics of a diamond turned sample have been compared to 
a set of measured results. The error motions of the spindle have been identified, under 
the guidelines outlined in the ANSI/ASME B89.3.4M standard for specifying and 
testing axes of rotation. A Lion precision Spindle Analyser was used to measure and 
record the error motions of the spindle, using a set of pre-positioned capacitance probes. 
This system monitors the error motions of an unloaded spindle, compared to the error 
motions visible in the surface topology of the machine sample, which include the 
cutting force. Single point diamond turning and fly-cutting require low feedrates, high 
rotational velocities and have very small material removal rates. The small cutting 
forces experienced during the process (outlined in section 2.6), therefore only slightly 
influence the error motions of the spindle. The axial and radial deflections, under these 
cutting forces will be discussed in the analysis of the stiffness results below.

The asynchronous axial error motions of the spindle, affect the surface roughness of a 
machined part. A two dimensional Wyko Topo interferometer measurement profile of 
one of the aluminium samples shows there is an asynchronous axial error motion of 
25nm, with a peak to valley value roughness (Rt) of 43.5nm. A Taylor Hobson map of 
the machined surface showed the peak roughness to be 54nm over a large surface area. 
The arithmetic roughness (Ra) of the machined sample is therefore 5.3nm. During the 
analysis of the axial error motion of the spindle, the electrical noise of the motor 
generated a large amount of interference in the results. This problem was solved by
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allowing the spindle to free wheel during the collection of these results, however during 
the measurement period the velocity of the spindle gradually decreased. This effect may 
be neglected due to the short time duration required for the collection of there results 
and the low frictional coefficient of the bearing. The results measured by the Lion 
Precision spindle analyser showed an asynchronous error motion of 53.7nm. When the 
motor was left on during the result collection, this rose to 303.6nm. An additional 
grounding connection was attached to the spindle to improve the performance of the 
capacitance sensors. This analysis process indicated that the face plate should be 
insulated from the spindle, to remove the electrical noise in the final fly-cutting head 
design. The cutting forces on the spindle, may account for a slightly lower 
asynchronous error in the machined samples. This cutting force may have limited some 
of the vibration modes within the machine tool.

The diamond facing lathe is located within a contaminated laboratory environment, 
which affects the error motions of the machine tool. The maximum error generated by a 
worst case scenario floor vibration with a probe mount natural frequency of 392Hz, is 
49.6nm (P-V) at a frequency of 296Hz. The axial thermal growth of a spindle rotating at 
1500rpm is 8.5pm, over a 4 hour period. The thermal analysis results have also 
demonstrated the effects of viscous sheering, occurring when the axial thermal growth 
increases parallel to an increase in the speed of the spindle. The spindle is very sensitive 
to temperature variations; a 3.25pm displacement was experienced over a 45 minute 
period, which was shown to be attributable to a 0.2°C temperature increase, in the 
spindles immediate environment. These results show that machine tool should be 
located in a temperature controlled environment.

The main set-up error which will have influenced the measured results, is the inaccurate 
placement of the capacitance probes around a spherical master target. Each probe may 
be individually positioned and orientated around the spherical target. An improvement 
would include the design and manufacturer of a target holder, to secure the targets in 
accurate and repeatable positions and orientations. The maximum tilt and straightness 
errors of the slideway were recorded using two different component placements. One 
set-up was based on a diamond tuning process and the other was based on a fly-cutting 
process. A maximum error of 0.7pm (P-V) was experienced by both equipment setups.

8.4 Stiffness Analysis
The static axial stiffness and dynamic radial stiffness may be compared to the 
theoretical, experimental and the original specification values, which were documented 
by Comley in 1990. The theoretical axial stiffness of the spindle is 423.36N/pm, which 
is close to the original specification of 595N/pm. The actual static axial stiffness is only 
33.76N/pm; this decrease may be attributed to the refurbishment of the front thrust 
bearing. This bearing is responsible for an axial force, loaded against the front of the 
spindle. The stoning operation and possibly an incorrect tightening torque applied 
during the refurbishment process, may have affected the bearing’s performance. The 
restrictor holes were manually inspected for contamination, although it is still possible 
for contamination to exist within the feeding network for these holes. The dynamic 
radial stiffness is controlled by the internal journal bearing of the aerostatic spindle. The 
experimental result of 190.80N/pm, is very close to the original specification of
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183N/pm. This demonstrates that the journal bearing surrounding the centre of the 
spindle, has not been affected over time or by the refurbishment process.

8.5 Feasibility Study
The feasibility study of the diamond facing lathe included an evaluation of the error 
motions and stiffness properties, and how these would affect a fly-cut component. This 
study was used to produce a set of technical specifications for the concept design. The 
original acceptable design specification for the roughness of the component has been 
modified from 50nm (P-V) to 80nm (P-V). This increase is attributable to the maximum 
measured asynchronous error (50nm) and the optimal cusp depth (18nm). The 
experimental trial cut, produced a surface roughness of 54nm (P-V) which has been 
used for the ideal roughness value.

8.6 Concept Design
The fly-cutting system design concept has been separated into two main sections. These 
are the cutting head and the dynamic workpiece holder. The design concept for the 
dynamic workpiece holder has been separated into 4 main sections, these include:

• Dynamic orientation of the workpiece
• Non-influential workpiece clamping
• Probe mounting techniques and layout
• Control system overview

8.6.1 Fly-Cutting Head
The fly-cutting head has been designed to minimise the synchronous radial error 
motions of the spindle, by adopting a circular design. This circular design with a quick 
release tool holder has been adopted thoughtout a detailed design procedure. This 
methodology, outlined in section 7.1, has generated and comparatively evaluated a set 
of design concepts to a list of requirements (partial functions). From the 4 design 
concepts identified, the final concept implements a semi-kinematic slide locking clamp, 
to secure the diamond tool holder into position. Accurate keyways control the 
orientation of the diamond tool, these expensive to manufacturer as the parts have to be 
produced in pairs and machined as pairs where appropriate. This increases the overall 
manufacturing time, due to more complex setting procedures. The geometry of this 
concept has then been optimised, in order to decrease the overall mass. The optimisation 
graphs may be seen in Appendix 8, where the mass has been decreased down from 
7.02kg to 5.26kg. This decrease has lowered the fundamental frequency of the 
component to 495Hz, which is well above the ideal specification value of 160Hz. The 
axial stiffness around the circumference of the cutting head is now 3.51N/pm. This 
value is well below the acceptable value, specified in the technical specifications. 
Further investigation may be undertaken to increase the axial stiffness and lower the 
fundamental frequency of the tool holder. This may be accomplished through inserting 
ribs and fillets into the part’s geometry. This technique of modifying a component’s 
geometry will however increase the manufacturing cost of the part.
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8.6.2 Workpiece Orientation
The orientation o f the workpiece is achieved through the closed loop control of a 
platform, mounted to a 3 pair flexure design. When a set of known forces is applied, the 
flexures enable the workpiece to be orientated through two axes of rotation and a single 
axial axis. The workpiece is capable o f a 19pm combined axial displacement and a 
maximum angular orientation o f 24.75arcsec. The resonant frequencies of the flexures 
should be compared to those belonging to the PZT actuators. This is in order to 
determine the maximum acceleration frequency o f the workpiece, to ensure the flexures 
do not geometrically distort during their operation. An important future design 
consideration is what technique should be used to secure the flexures, to the internal and 
external mounting plates? The author recommends the flexure plate should be produced 
as a single part and pressed between 2 halves of the mounting plates. The distance 
between the bolts and their thread depths should then be designed, according to the 
number o f bolts and their individual torques. The compressive force between the two 
plates should never fall below a critical value, therefore the force envelope belonging to 
each bolt should overlap.

8.6.3 Workpiece Holder
The workpiece holder has been designed to secure the axial and angular position of a 
100mm diameter part. A vacuum has been implemented to secure the axial position and 
the geometry o f the holder limits its angular position. Complex geometries may be 
machined, by mounting them into a Computer Numerically Controlled (CNC) machined 
holder. Generally, most advanced parts, including optics will have a solid Computer 
Aided Design (CAD) model, from which the holder may be automatically designed and 
machined. The moment o f inertia o f an accelerating workpiece will have an affect on 
the fundamental frequency o f the flexure design. Further design consideration is 
therefore required to investigate the effects of the workpiece size and mass, on the 
fundamental frequency and performance of the system.

8.6.4 Feedback Probes
The location o f the capacitance probes, intended to feedback the current error motion of 
the machine tool has been considered. These locations, enable the control system to 
monitor the axial position and orientation o f the workpiece, with reference to the front 
surface of the fly-cutting head. These errors may then be converted into three values, 
describing the tip, tilt and axial location of the workpiece. The individual probe mounts 
have been designed to modify the axial position of the probe and to secure the probe 
without displacing its position and orientation. The probes will require an axial 
adjustment for each geometrically different workpiece. When identical workpieces are 
being machined, the capacitance probes may be used to set the axial position between 
operations. During the setting procedure for the first workpiece of a particular geometry, 
a piece o f 100pm plastic shim may be used to set the axial distance between the 
workpiece and the tip of the diamond tool. A micrometer probe may then be used to 
monitor the final axial displacement o f 100pm and the depth of cut. During the analysis 
of the axial error motions exhibited by the aerostatic spindle (section 3.2.5), the 
electrical noise of the motor greatly affected the results o f the capacitance probes. This 
analysis provided an understanding of the implementation of capacitance probes with 
this particular machine tool. The fly-cutting head has been designed to incorporate an 
insulation layer between the face plate o f the spindle and the main vacuum distributor.
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The grounding capacitance of the fly-cutting head will therefore be too low to 
efficiently implement a single capacitance sensor. A technique known as, “A two 
channel, out of phase measurement” should be adopted so a more permanent ground, 
implementing a copper bush does not have to be engineered. This technique 
synchronises the results between two capacitance probes, operating 180° out of phase. 
Whilst one probe collects a measurement, the other provides a return path for the 
sensing current.

8.6.5 Control System
The control system is responsible for linking the input signals from the capacitance 
probes to the displacement of the PZT actuators. A set of functions have been identified, 
which relate the 3 output values from the capacitance sensor function, to the inputs 
required by each of the actuators within the 3 pair flexure design. These values include 
the tip and tilt orientations, and the axial displacement of the workpiece. The control 
system and the individual parts have been outlined in Appendix 6. From the Human 
Interface (HI) on the control system, complex functions may be introduced to the 
orientation of the workpiece to generate microstructured surfaces.
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9.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This thesis has investigated and compared diamond turning and fly-cutting machining 
techniques, and their design principles. A single point diamond facing lathe has been 
refurbished upon which the fly-cutting system is to be based. The dynamic error 
motions and the stiffness properties of this facing lathe have been analysed and 
documented. These error motions form the basis of a technical specification which 
governs a design concept, capable of single point diamond fly-cutting a non-ferrous 
component.

The large non-linear error motions generated by temperature variations in the external 
environment show that the final design should be placed in a temperature controlled 
laboratory. The proposed concept will then be capable of single point diamond fly- 
cutting a surface onto a 100mm diameter component, with an acceptable roughness of 
80nm (P-V) and a form accuracy of 200nm (P-V). The axial stiffness analysis of the 
spindle has shown there is a large variation between, the theoretical and experimental 
results. Further investigation is required, as the low axial stiffness is not acceptable for a 
precision machine tool.

The final proposed design contains a fly-cutting head and a dynamic workpiece holder. 
By implementing a morphological chart, four different ideas have been generated for 
the fly-cutting head which have been evaluated using a Pugh’s matrix. This has been 
proven to be an effective designing technique. The final concept implements a 
kinematically located side locking clamp, but further investigation is required to design 
a semi-kinematic feature to secure the axial position of the tool holder into a repeatable 
position. The geometry of this design has been optimised, according to a minimum 
fundamental frequency and a linear stiffness criterion. The final fly-cutting head design 
has been shown as a detailed engineering assembly drawing. The dynamic workpiece 
holder has been considered as four individual design concepts. These include the 
workpiece orientation technique, mounting the workpiece, monitoring the error motions 
within the machine tool and the overall control system. When considered independently, 
each of the individual concepts are capable of satisfying the technical specifications. 
These concepts need to be assembled and analysed accordingly. This analysis should 
include a loaded and unloaded workpiece holder, with the maximum and minimum 
orientation accelerations. These factors will influence the moment of inertia, dynamic 
frequencies and vibrations of the workpiece holder.

The control and mechanical flexibility of the workpiece holder will enable complex 
micro-structured surfaced to be produced. The fly-cutting system will also allow for 
future research implementing 2 diamond tools. The design of the fly-cutting head 
ensures that a maximum of one tool will be in contact with the workpiece at any time. 
The cutting vibrations between the two tools, will therefore not affect the surface finish.

This thesis has provided the initial steps for producing a feasible, single point diamond 
fly-cutting system. A second stage of research and development work is required before 
the concept is at an acceptable level. A final stage of research should include an 
investigation into complex micro-structured surfaces and their production, with both 
single and dual diamond tools located within the fly-cutting head.
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APPENDIX 3: Vibrations experienced at machining location 

Laboratory Conditions

(Worst case scenario)

Floor V ibrations

0.03 j  

0.02 -

100020( 300- 0.01 0 

- 0.02 -

-0.03 -I

Time (2.93x10-5 Seconds)

Experienced vibrations

Time Period: 3.3695x1 O'3sec 

Frequency: 296.77Hz 

Maximum Amplitude (P-V): 49.6nm
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APPENDIX 6: Control System Layout

PI Modular Control Instrument 
(E500)

Monitor

KQ

PI Preloaded Closed Loop, 
Low Voltage PZT Actuator 

(P-841.20)

PI Preloaded Closed Loop, 
Low Voltage PZT Actuator 

(P-841.20)

PI Preloaded Closed Loop, 
Low Voltage PZT Actuator 

(P-841.20)

Nl Analogue to Digital 
Converter

4 X Lion Precision (CLP 290) 
Dual Sensitivity Capacitance 

Sensor Drivers

PI Digital to Analogue 
Converter 

(PC Interface and Display) 
(E-516)

Personal Computer Interface 
(Labview based control 

software)

PI PZT 3 channel Strain 
Gauge Sensor and Control 

Module (E-509)

PI 3 channel Low Voltage 
PZT Amplifier (E-503)

Control system layout
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APPENDIX 8: Fly-cutting head design optimisation

Mass Optimisation
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